Case Study: Time Management
Training Client
Situation
This Customer is committed to helping organizations achieve
transformative, lasting results. This not only requires a staff of experts in
leadership, execution, productivity, trust, sales performance, customer
loyalty, and more; as a publicly traded company with more than 100
direct and partner offices in more than 160 countries and territories, they
must have the same level of expertise and commitment to excellence in
their own internal operations.
Like many very successful companies, this Customer had been operating
on older technology ERP for many years which was stable and had been
doing the job adequately, thanks to the 90s mentality of, “If you need it
to do something else, customize it.” But, as everyone who has worked
with customized software knows, there comes a time when heavy
customizations outlive their usefulness.

Analysis in Brief
Company Profile
Customer is a leading provider
of time management training
and assessment services for
organizations and individuals
across the globe.
Business Situation
This Customer went from an
on-prem ERP environment to
a hosted environment, as well
as going from an on-prem
security system to monitoring
it in a hosted environment.

The Customer selected and was in the midst of implementing Microsoft
Dynamics 365 for Finance & Operations (D365FO), a cloud-based ERP
system, which would put the company on the path to transformation,
handling complex processes and those processes brought over by
previous mergers. And true to the company’s culture of going beyond
“good enough,” employees had very high expectations about ensuring a
quality customer experience.

Solution
Utilizing Fastpath this Customer
has been able to significantly
reduce the hours of their audit
because auditors trust the
information that comes out
of Fastpath, and experience
and almost instant ROI.

This event spurred the search for an audit trail tool, as the company’s
current solution (HelpSystems) did not have an offering for D365FO.
Their IT Audit Manager and 30-year company veteran, was delighted the
company was moving to D365FO and eliminating the audit complexities
of the old systems’ customizations.

Fastpath Tools
• Fastpath Assure
• Audit Trail
• Segregation of Duties

Solution
Aggressive goals for quality in audit and Segregation of Duties (SoD)
This was also an opportunity to really do things right. The IT Audit
Manager, who clearly possesses the Customer’s mentality of striving for
“better than good,” set aggressive goals: She wanted not only to bring
the company’s audit technology up to speed along with the ERP system,
but she wanted to ensure future audits came as close to a “non-event” as
possible.

“If I can reduce the risk of my two
highest-risk areas—user reviews
and change management—
the cost of my audit, both for
my internal and external drops
so much that Fastpath pays
for itself in one audit cycle.”
IT Audit Manager
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Solution (cont.)
Specifically, she wanted to have a new tool in place by the end of the fiscal year. More importantly, she wanted to
be able to say there were no high- or medium-risk issues found in the audit, and with only a few low-risk issues.
These were aggressive goals, but being a publicly traded company, there was a great deal at stake—so those goals
were important. Whichever tool she selected had to meet Sarbanes Oxley (SOX) requirements – and FAST.
Strong recommendations from the company’s IT general control auditors who reported their other clients were
very happy with Fastpath Assure®—along with agreement from the company’s external auditors— prompted her
to consider Fastpath as an option.
The Customer’s needs were audit focused. The company’s IT department is efficient, so it runs lean, having between
one and two systems admins at any given time. The IT Audit Manager needed the ability to track the audit trail very
closely as mitigating controls around being in a small shop.
“I needed to make sure we had SoD just blasted through, no questions asked,” said the IT Audit Manager. “That’s
one thing that almost made me cry in the first Fastpath demo…when they started going over SoD, what those
reports showed, and how I could document it one time and it’s already saved in the tool. I loved that Fastpath was
in a hosted environment, and I could sign those reports and prove to my external auditors that I had reviewed
them and commented on them.”
After seeing Fastpath in action and looking at other options, she was convinced that it was indeed the way to go.
A flawless go-live…thanks to collaboration between an audit/implementation veteran and technology experts
with a commitment to service.
She is not new to the world of software implementations, and, as such, she knew what she needed to do with
Fastpath in order to be ready for ERP go-live when the time came. As the implementation of the Customer’s
D365FO ERP solution was under way, she was able to install Fastpath and begin setting it up to fit the company’s
requirements, including setup of SoD for all users so everyone had the appropriate roles and access from the
start. The goal was to have the UAT environment ready when the ERP went live on day one, with every single user
equipped to do their job with no technical issues or interruptions

Results

Aggressive goals for near-perfection performance knocked out of the park.
When the Customer went live with Fastpath, D365FO, and other connecting systems, it could not have gone better.
“We went live with a new system that touched others which had been upgraded as well, and we had only three—
that’s THREE—low-risk items on our Sarbanes Oxley IT general control audit, and those were all ‘human’ issues, not
system issues,” said the IT Audit Manager. “We worked hard to flush out any potential issue before the audit came
around, which was a big factor in the success of the audit. But another huge factor was that the auditors trusted
Fastpath from the get-go. They trusted the way it was set up and the fact that Fastpath is set up for SOX.”
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Results (cont.)
“The reports were set, so there was no need to customize, and to an auditor, that is very positive,” she continued.
“And every time I printed off a report, it showed exactly what was being filtered. I could go back and pull everything
from the beginning of time, not just a certain section at a time. The auditors could rely on everything, which greatly
reduced any potential issues.”

Instant ROI
What about return on investment? The IT Audit Manager says it has been nearly instantaneous because, among
other things, she has been able to significantly reduce the hours of her audit because auditors trust the information
that comes out of Fastpath.
“If I can reduce the risk of my two highest-risk areas—user reviews and change management—the cost of my
audit, both for my internal and external drops so much that Fastpath pays for itself in one audit cycle,” she said.

The U.S.—and beyond
The Customer says that she has been so happy with Fastpath that her company has installed it in their UK office and
has upgraded from the on-prem version of Fastpath to the hosted environment in the Japan office. She is also very
happy that Fastpath worked with her and her company to structure and re-structure contracts to accommodate
growth in other offices. That has paved the way to continued growth and use of the new ERP system and Fastpath
in their offices around the world.

Two companies that believe in quality and service = total success
As thrilled as she is with Fastpath products, she is beyond thrilled with the level of service she has received from
the Fastpath team.
“We haven’t had any issues with Fastpath software, which is great,” she said. “But what really amazes me is the
Fastpath team has been right there whenever we have a question, even though they had nothing to do with it.
They respond quickly, keep in touch as they are working on an issue, and take our feedback and challenges and
see how they can roll them into the next version of the software. If there’s something we need, they find a solution,
both short-term and long-term, and they don’t charge us for every tiny little thing. The customer service within
Fastpath and customer support has been just absolutely amazing.”

A true fan…with the credentials to back it up
“I’m asked to sit and talk to potential clients of Fastpath, and I’m always happy to do it,” she shared. “I’ve worked with
lots of other customers and companies, and Fastpath’s customer support is amazing.” She continues, “But I also
love that Fastpath comes standard with what I need, so I don’t have to build or customize. You don’t have to create
your own reports, and that is beautiful because, from an audit perspective, if I can say it’s a canned report, that the
auditors can rely on the SOC 2, they won’t spend hours picking it apart. Those are the things that make an audit so
clean, because there’s not anything for the auditors to question.”
“I will sing praises of Fastpath ‘til the end of time.”
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About This Client
This Customer is committed to helping organizations achieve transformative, lasting results. This not only requires
a staff of experts in leadership, execution, productivity, trust, sales performance, customer loyalty, and more; as a
publicly traded company with more than 100 direct and partner offices in more than 160 countries and territories,
they must have the same level of expertise and commitment to excellence in their own internal operations.

About Fastpath
At Fastpath, our mission is to deliver software solutions that seamlessly empower our clients to take control of their
security, compliance and risk management initiatives.
If you are spending countless hours preparing for your audits, struggling to comply with legislative requirements
like Sarbanes Oxley (SOX), HIPAA, FDA, or just need help reviewing who has access to what within your ERP, Fastpath
can help.
Fastpath’ s suite of tools can help your company with risk analysis, access certification, role management, compliant
user provisioning, emergency access management, and continuous monitoring.
Our tools work across many platforms including Microsoft Dynamics (D365, AX, GP, NAV, SL and CRM), SAP, NetSuite,
Intacct, Oracle EBS, Oracle Cloud, SailPoint, ServiceNow, Jira, Workday, and more.
Contact us to learn more about our solutions or to request a customized product demonstration.
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